Laser direct writing of graphene nanostructures beyond the diffraction limit by graphene oxidation.
The fabrication ability of graphene nanostructures is the cornerstone of graphene-based devices, which are of particular interest because of their broad optical response and gate-tunable properties. Here, via laser-induced redox reaction of graphene and silica, we fabricate nano-scale graphene structures by femtosecond laser direct writing. The resolution of destructed graphene lines is far beyond the diffraction limit up to 100 nm with a precision as small as ± 7 nm. Consequently, graphene nanostructures are fabricated precisely and excellent plasmon responses are detected. This novel fabrication method of graphene nanostructures has the advantages of low costs, high efficiency, maskless and especially high precision, which would pave the way for practical application of graphene-based optical and electronic devices.